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Overview



IP66 Waterproof Security Camera

Durable outdoor Camera, monitor your 
home whatever windy or rainy



Outdoor Camera Application

House WareHouse Shop Garden Hotel



IP66 weatherproof for indoor/outdoor use 

 A 90-degree angel viewing and 960P HD resolution

See in dark with  infrared lights and range up to 15m 

Camera support motion detection

Product Features
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Features



Outdoor IP66 Waterproof

Security Camera

IP66 weatherproof for indoor/outdoor use

Wide range of temperature operation
( - 30°to 60°）



24/7 HD live monitoring in day and night

You can set the video recording time flexibly, and save the corresponding 

pictures when you view the monitor screen. And can always keep an eye 

on your home whenever and wherever you are.

A 90-degree angel viewing and 960P HD resolution



24/7 HD live monitoring in day and night

You can set the video recording time flexibly, and save the corresponding 

pictures when you view the monitor screen. And can always keep an eye 

on your home whenever and wherever you are.

See in dark with 3 infrared lights. Range up to 15m at night

H.264 compression helps to ensure high-quality recordings 

and playback



As soon as the camera catches an exception, you can start video recording 

and push the video pictures to your smartphone, so you can always know 

what's going on outside, and take effective measures in time. 

Cleverdog Cam · Outdoor



When viewing historical videos, you can choose 

the time at the APP side.

Clever Dog APP



4X digital zoom for monitoring 
large outdoor areas

This feature will automatically unlock after the software upgrade.See you in 2018!



This feature will automatically unlock after the software upgrade.See you in 2018!

Support for specifying a zone for monitoring. As soon as the camera catches an exception, 

you can start video recording and push the video pictures to your smartphone.



The data transmission we offer is the 
fastest, the highest encryption level of 

service, so you can ensure that your 
monitoring material is safe and secure. 

The camera can support two video 
storage services.

Two Video Storages 

Cloud Storage
(You can purchase on demand.)

TF Card
（Max 128GB SD card ）

For alarmpictures from motion detection, we offer 15 days of free storage service.



Connectivity Requirements

 Android 4.0 ,iOS 7.0 and above smartphone
 2.4Ghz network is required. (Incompatible with 

5GHz)
 Compatible with WPA2/WPA/WEP/OPEN 

encryption type
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Package



Cleverdog Cam · Outdoor

Product design can be adapted to different 
environments and be able to withstand the 
harshest test. Keep your family safe whether 
it rains or snows.



Package
 Smart Camera x 1

 User Manual x 1

 Power Adapter x 1

 Sealed Hose Kit x 1

 Antenna x 1

 Line Buckle x 4

 Screw x 4

 Waterproof Glue  x 2

L 217mm W 138.5mm H 82mm
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Specs



 Len   F2.2,H 90°/V 60°/D 105°

 Video   H.264 CODEC,1280*960p@15fps

 Audio   Single MIC

 Infrared Vision   Infrared Lamp：3 pcs, LED Range：＞5m,   
  ICR : support

 Motion Detection   Automatic snapshot in case of abnormality

 Wireless   IEEE802.11 b/g/n,2.4GHz, WAP2/WPA/WEP/OPEN

 Network   WiFi / Cadle RJ45+LED

 Storage   Max 128GB SD card & Cloud storage 

 Power   DC 12V 

 Waterproof   IP66

 Operating Conditions   Temperature-30°~60℃，humidity＜90%

 APP Languages
  Chinese,English,Spanish,Russian,French, Portuguese,  
  German,  Japanese, Italian, Turkish, Vietnamese, 
  Indonesian

Specifications



About us

Clever Dog is committed to improving the living quality of 

global users by providing a new generation of household 

intelligent hardware devices, like Dangdang Smart Doorbell 

and Smart Camera series. In 2015, Cylan put forward the 

concept of “Make life better with science and technology". 

And from the enterprise strategy, Clever Dog also trying to 

customize kinds of smart home solutions for users. All we 

do is for a smarter life.




